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ABSTRACT
We explore constraints on the joint photometric and morphological evolution of typical
low redshift galaxies as they move from the blue cloud through the green valley and onto
the red sequence. We select GAMA survey galaxies with 10.25 < log(M∗/M) < 10.75
and z < 0.2 classified according to their intrinsic u∗ − r∗ colour. From single component
Se´rsic fits, we find that the stellar mass-sensitive K−band profiles of red and green galaxy
populations are very similar, while g−band profiles indicate more disk-like morphologies for
the green galaxies: apparent (optical) morphological differences arise primarily from radial
mass-to-light ratio variations. Two-component fits show that most green galaxies have signif-
icant bulge and disk components and that the blue to red evolution is driven by colour change
in the disk. Together, these strongly suggest that galaxies evolve from blue to red through
secular disk fading and that a strong bulge is present prior to any decline in star formation.
The relative abundance of the green population implies a typical timescale for traversing the
green valley ∼ 1 − 2 Gyr and is independent of environment, unlike that of the red and blue
populations. While environment likely plays a roˆle in triggering the passage across the green
valley, it appears to have little effect on time taken. These results are consistent with a green
valley population dominated by (early type) disk galaxies that are insufficiently supplied with
gas to maintain previous levels of disk star formation, eventually attaining passive colours.
No single event is needed quench their star formation.
Key words: galaxies: structure – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: star formation – galaxies:
stellar content – galaxies: bulges
1 INTRODUCTION
Once the dichotomy of ‘red’ and ‘blue’ galaxy populations was
firmly established in its modern context (Strateva et al. 2001;
Baldry et al. 2004; Driver et al. 2006, et. seq.), after earlier work
by Tully et al. (1982), it took little time to establish the existence of
a rarer population of galaxies falling between the two populations
in colour magnitude diagrams - the so-called ‘green valley’ popu-
lation (Martin et al. 2007; Wyder et al. 2007). These galaxies have
subsequently been studied as likely examples of systems in transi-
tion from actively star forming to passively evolving (e.g. Fang et
al. 2013 and the review by Salim 2014), although it has also been
argued that this population is the overlap of two broad ‘red’ and
‘blue’ distributions (Taylor et al. 2015) or that it can include pre-
viously passive objects where star formation has been rejuvenated
(e.g. Thilker et al. 2010; Mapelli et al. 2015). The observation by
Bell et al. (2007) that at z < 1 stars form predominantly in blue
c© 2017 The Authors
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galaxies, but stellar mass accumulates in red galaxies (see also, e.g.,
Eales et al. 2015) demonstrates the importance of studies of galax-
ies transitioning from blue to red populations in our understanding
of the last ∼ 7 Gyr of galaxy evolution (Peng Y. et al. 2010; Lilly
et al. 2013, and many others).
Recent papers have pointed out that there is a continuum of
specific star formation rates (SSFR) in galaxies that do not nec-
essarily show a clear “valley” between the passive and strongly
star forming populations (Oemler et al. 2017; Eales et al. 2017a;
Terrazas et al. 2017). At the extremes of the SSFR distribution the
range of colours is limited by the stellar populations present in such
galaxies, so galaxies tend to “pile up” at the ends of the ranges, gen-
erating a valley in between when viewed in colour space. Neverthe-
less galaxies with intermediate SSFRs will generally have stellar
populations with intermediate colours and clearly objects transi-
tioning from high to low SSFRs will pass through this region of
colour space.
A significant issue with interpreting green galaxies as being
in transition is the apparently clear difference in morphology be-
tween the blue and red populations. Classically, the blue galaxies
are identified with star forming disk-dominated systems and the red
population with spheroids dominated by passively evolving stellar
populations. For example Schawinski et al. (2014) demonstrates
that the low redshift green valley contains objects with both types
of morphology when classified in UV and optical bands, with the
mix of apparent morphologies switching from disk-dominated to
spheroids as the green valley is traversed from blue to red in UV-
optical colour. If treated as two separate populations within the val-
ley, the timescale and mechanism for truncating or reducing star
formation would have to be different in the two morphological pop-
ulations.
However, if the entire green valley population (including the
significant fraction of galaxies with indeterminate morphology) is
considered as a single one which evolves in both apparent mor-
phology and colour (e.g. via disk fading), a different conclusion
may result (e.g., see Casado et al. 2015). Due to the variation in
the morphological mix of samples with mass, it is clearly impor-
tant to take account of the mass ranges used in such work. Fang et
al. (2013) demonstrated that the central stellar mass density distri-
butions of green valley galaxies and red passively evolving systems
of the same total stellar mass occupy the same region of parameter
space. A typical member of the blue population at the same stel-
lar mass had significantly lower central densities, with only a small
subset having central surface densities approaching those of the red
and green populations. Their interpretation was that the formation
of a dense central spheroid was a necessary step that precedes ter-
mination or significant reduction of star formation, implying that
morphological transformation is already underway before quench-
ing, assuming that the green galaxies are transitioning redwards
(see also, e.g., Bluck et al. 2014). However, it is evident that this
result is also consistent with rejuvenation of spheroid dominated
‘red’ objects.
Here we take the opportunity afforded by the availability of
the rich multi-waveband data set for the highly spectroscopically
complete GAMA survey of low redshift galaxies to explore this po-
tential transitional population. All basic galaxy parameters used in
this work were previously derived and verified in earlier GAMA-
based studies and were taken from the GAMA database (Driver
et al. 2011; Liske et al. 2015). In particular we exploit the availabil-
ity of simple structural measurements made in near-IR wavebands
in order to explore how much of the perceived difference between
blue, green and red populations is due to fundamentally different
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Figure 1. The stellar mass vs. intrinsic stellar population colour plane for
all z < 0.2 GAMA galaxies. Overplotted in the appropriate colour are the
data for the subsets defined as red, green and blue in the text. These objects
have 0.1 < z < 0.2, stellar masses of 10.25 < log(M∗/M) < 10.75
and projected axial ratios of b/a > 0.5.
radial mass distributions as opposed to variations in stellar popula-
tions and/or star formation, which may dominate at shorter wave-
lengths.
In this work, we specifically exploit the relative stability of
the K−band mass to light ratio against variation in star formation
history (Bell et al. 2003). Given that the K−band light is predomi-
nantly emitted by red dwarfs and post main-sequence red giants, it
more closely traces the underlying stellar mass distributions com-
pared to the optical and UV morphology (though see Section 3 for
caveats on this). A star forming disk may dominate in the optical
and UV (leading to a late-type classification for a galaxy) whereas
it may only contain a small fraction of the stellar mass. In an ex-
treme case, an object may appear disk-dominated in the optical or
UV and as a spheroid in the near-IR, which more accurately re-
flects the distribution of mass. Similar arguments have been made
by Fang et al. (2013) for relating central surface brightness in the
i−band to the surface density of evolved bulge components in low
redshift galaxies.
This investigation uses a stellar mass limited (10.25 <
log(M∗/M) < 10.75, a range that well samples the full range
of galaxy colours) and volume complete (0.1 < z < 0.2) sam-
ple of just under 10000 galaxies taken from the three equatorial
fields of the GAMA-II survey, split into three colour-selected sub-
samples (red, green and blue) based on the intrinsic (extinction-
corrected) optical colours of their stellar populations. For this sam-
ple, rather than attempt to classify the apparent optical morphology
of each (relatively small) image by eye, we prefer to use the avail-
able single-component Se´rsic fits to each galaxy in order to quan-
tify the structure of each source, irrespective of apparent optical
morphology (cf. Fang et al. 2013). This allows us to probe to higher
redshift than possible by eye, thus providing a large statistical sam-
ple and an objective and, crucially, continuous classification of the
sample, avoiding issues with “indeterminate” or “intermediate” ob-
jects. The latter can form a significant fraction or even the majority
of a sample classified by eye at these redshifts using ground-based
data of this quality (e.g., as in the Galaxy Zoo based analysis of
Schawinski et al. 2014).
We then investigate measures of morphology for some of the
objects within the different colour subsamples in more detail. In
particular we use the two-component (bulge and disk) decomposi-
tion of objects drawn from one of the equatorial fields by Kennedy
et al. (2016) to explore how the overall colour is affected by those
of individual morphological components. We also briefly consider
the Hubble type classification by Moffett et al. (2016) of z < 0.06
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GAMA galaxies in the three equatorial fields, split into red, green
and blue subsamples, in order to look at the distribution of Hub-
ble types as a function of colour and compare it to the work on the
0.1 < z < 0.2 sample.
All magnitudes used in this work are in the AB system. Where
relevant we use H0=70 kms−1Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.3 and ΩΛ = 0.7
as in Taylor et al. (2011), from where we take the GAMA masses
and luminosities.
2 SAMPLE SELECTION
The GAMA survey provides a multi-wavelength database (Driver
et al. 2011, 2016) based on a highly complete galaxy redshift sur-
vey (Baldry et al. 2010; Hopkins et al. 2013; Liske et al. 2015)
covering 280 deg2 to a main survey limit of rAB < 19.8 mag in
three equatorial (G09, G12 and G15) and two southern (G02 and
G23) regions. The spectroscopic survey was undertaken using the
AAOmega fibre-fed spectrograph (Sharp et al. 2006; Saunders et
al. 2004) in conjunction with the Two-degree Field (2dF, Lewis et
al. 2002) positioner on the Anglo-Australian Telescope. It obtained
redshifts for ∼ 250, 000 targets covering 0 < z <∼ 0.5 with a me-
dian redshift of z ∼ 0.2 and with highly uniform spatial complete-
ness on the sky (Robotham et al. 2010; Driver et al. 2011). Full
details of the GAMA survey can be found in Driver et al. (2011)
and Liske et al. (2015). In this work we utilise the first five years
of data obtained and frozen for internal team use, referred to as
GAMA II.
Within the multi-wavelength database, each galaxy is char-
acterised by a wide range of observed and derived parameters,
both photometric and spectroscopic. These include stellar masses
and intrinsic extinction-corrected rest-frame colours for the stellar
population, derived from multi-wavelength SED fitting (Taylor et
al. 2011), star formation rates derived from spectral line analysis
(Hopkins et al. 2013; Davies et al. 2016), single component two-
dimensional Se´rsic fits across all optical and near-IR wavebands
(Kelvin et al. 2012) and measures of environment (Robotham et al.
2011; Brough et al. 2013). For our main analysis (Section 3) we
use a complete set of data drawn from the three equatorial fields
(G09, G12, G15). For the later parts of our study we also use the
previously-determined bulge-disk decompositions from Kennedy
et al. (2016) and morphological classifications from Moffett et al.
(2016), which are available only for limited subsets of GAMA
galaxies (discussed in Section 4).
For the purposes of the present paper, we need to select galax-
ies from a region (or regions) of parameter space unbiassed with
respect to the intrinsic colour of a galaxy’s stellar population and
with a sufficiently large sample to clearly demonstrate any trend
with that colour.
For our primary sample, used throughout Section 3, we se-
lect all galaxies within the three equatorial regions of GAMA
with 0.1 < z < 0.2 (giving a ∼ 1 Gyr range in look-back
times, minimising any evolutionary effects) and with stellar masses
10.25 < log(M∗/M) < 10.75.1 The lower mass limit is driven
not just by the r-band magnitude selection for GAMA, but also the
need for each source to have a calculated stellar mass. As this is
determined using a multi-band ugriz plus VISTA VIKING (Edge
et al. 2013) near-IR SED, fitted across the restframe range 3000-
11000 A˚ (see Taylor et al. 2011), including the effects of dust ex-
1 From v18 of the GAMA stellar masses catalogue.
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Figure 2. Specific star formation rate averaged over the last Gyr as a func-
tion of intrinsic stellar population colour for the subsets of red, green and
blue galaxies defined in the text. Star formation rates were taken from the
GAMA database and determined using the MAGPHYS code (da Cunha,
Charlot, & Elbaz 2008) on the 21-band photometry of each object (GALEX
to WISE) described in Wright et al. (2016).
tinction (using a Calzetti et al. (2000) extinction curve), a detection
is required in several bands. The VIKING observations replaced
the UKIDSS near-IR data originally discussed, but not ultimately
used, in Taylor et al. (2011), the newer data giving consistent results
across the full wavelength range. These stellar masses are also en-
tirely consistent with masses derived from WISE data in the mid-IR
(Cluver et al. 2014; Kettlety et al. 2017).
We include only systems with r-band derived axial ratios
b/a > 0.5 in order to exclude those with edge-on disks which
might provide less reliable intrinsic photometry, given the large and
potentially uncertain dust corrections made necessary by the strong
obscuration presented by the disk. (The adopted single value, or
‘screen’ model, of the dust extinction will likely be least accurate
for stars in edge-on disks; Driver et al. 2007). The mass, redshift
and orientation selection leads to a volume complete sample of
12625 galaxies (split into three colour subsamples: 4455 blue, 2298
green and 5872 red, see below).
In addition to providing a complete volume limited sample,
our stellar mass selection is also driven by the need for the mass
range to contain significant populations of galaxies over the full
range of stellar population colours at these redshifts if we are to
have any chance in identifying a population transitioning across
the green valley. At higher stellar masses, the galaxy population
is dominated by passively evolving red galaxies, while at lower
masses the blue star formers dominate (see Fig. 1 and discussion
in Taylor et al. 2011, 2015). So at these mass extremes, in the red-
shift range covered, it would appear that any transition is either yet
to begin (low mass) - if it ever will - or is completed (high mass), or
in the case of the most massive galaxies has a very different evolu-
tionary history (van Dokkum et al. 2013). Consequently at z < 0.2
the chosen mass range will contain objects undergoing photomet-
ric transition, while it is by no means clear that this is the case for
higher or lower masses. Obviously, this mass range encompasses
the well-known point at which the low redshift galaxy population
switches between being dominated by early- and late-type galaxies
(Kauffmann et al. 2003).
Note that by choosing a fixed mass range across all colours,
in particular when interpreting the results, we are implicitly assum-
ing that galaxies do not evolve significantly in stellar mass while
crossing the green valley (the same assumption as made by Fang
et al. 2013). Mergers are known to be rare at low redshifts and are
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2017)
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found to produce insignificant mass growth (∼ 0.02 dex/Gyr or
less) at recent epochs (De Propris et al. 2014). Further, our green
valley galaxies typically have SSFR ∼ 10−10.5yr−1, i.e. a stellar
mass increase ∼ 0.015 dex/Gyr. Over 1-2 Gyr (see below), these
are very small changes relative to our bin width of 0.5 dex, and to
the expected mass errors of up to 0.1 dex (Taylor et al. 2011).
We split this sample into three broad colour bins based on
the surface density of points in the colour-mass plane. For this we
chose to use the intrinsic u∗ − r∗ colour of the stellar population,
i.e. the rest-frame colour of the best-fitting spectral energy distribu-
tion having removed the effect of internal and external reddening
(Taylor et al. 2011) as this measure is clearly sensitive to the true
evolutionary state of the stellar population (Taylor et al. 2015). We
note here that the definition of the ‘green valley’ is somewhat neb-
ulous, depending on the bands used and how well dust has been
accounted for. The original definition came from GALEX obser-
vations discussed by Wyder et al. (2007), Martin et al. (2007) and
Salim et al. (2007), amongst others. Here we take advantage of the
careful determination of the intrinsic stellar SED carried out in the
optical for the GAMA sources (Taylor et al. 2011), which is made
possible by the multi-band photometry and complete spectroscopy
of the sample. As we are searching for evidence of truly transition-
ing populations with a global decline in star formation rate, rather
than short-term variation up or down in SFR, these intrinsic opti-
cal colours are exactly what is required as they allow us to identify
objects with stellar populations intermediate between purely pas-
sive and those undergoing so-called “main sequence” star forma-
tion (Noeske et al. 2007; Speagle et al. 2014) which dominate in
the blue cloud.
This intrinsic colour correlates with the specific star forma-
tion rate (i.e. star formation rate per unit stellar mass; SSFR).
The GAMA database provides multiple derivations of this statistic,
from simple conversion of optical line luminosities (as measured
through a 2′′ spectroscopic fibre) to measurements on the complete
SED of each object (see the summary in Davies et al. 2016). For
Fig. 2 we show the measure of specific star formation rate derived
from a MAGPHYS (da Cunha, Charlot, & Elbaz 2008) analysis of
the 21-band far-UV to mid-IR SED of each object (Driver et al.
2016; Wright et al. 2016), relatively insensitive to stochastic vari-
ation on the shortest timescales. Other measures give equivalent
results.
We note that others have studied similar or lower redshift
SDSS galaxies as a function of rest-frame colour without being able
to correct for internal reddening (e.g. Baldry et al. 2004; Sa´nchez
Almeida et al. 2010; Casado et al. 2015). Inevitably, not only does
this make the colours of the entire population redder, but it tends
to scatter objects with intrinsically blue stellar populations into any
green valley defined using uncorrected colours while intrinsically
green objects may be moved into the red sequence. The use of the
intrinsic stellar colours afforded by the GAMA analysis is there-
fore advantageous in studying evolution of the underlying stellar
population across the green valley.
We classify galaxies as red if they are redder than u∗ − r∗ =
1.5 at log(M∗/M) = 10, rising linearly with log(M∗) to u∗−r∗ =
1.7 at log(M∗/M) = 11, though only selecting galaxies in the
mass range noted above. This selects all the objects in the red se-
quence over the required mass range. Blue galaxies are defined as
those bluer than a line similarly connecting u∗ − r∗ = 1.3 to 1.4,
again covering the parameter space where sources typically clas-
sified as blue cloud galaxies reside. Galaxies are denoted as green
between these two lines. The midpoint of these two lines follows
the minimum surface density of objects in this space as a function
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Figure 3. Top: Stellar mass distribution within the three subsamples
(coloured appropriately), bin width is 0.05 dex in mass. As expected, blue
galaxies are somewhat more prevalent at the low mass end. Bottom: Red-
shift distribution within the three subsamples, bin width is 0.02 in redshift.
of mass, essentially the centre of the ‘green valley’ as normally de-
fined, at least in these bands. While these cuts can be considered
somewhat arbitrary and may not select out exactly the same objects
as when a selection is made using a different colour combination
(e.g. NUV−r), as noted above there is no single definition as to
what constitutes a green valley galaxy (e.g. see Salim 2014). In any
event, in this paper we consider galaxy properties across a contin-
uum of intrinsic colours and use the three broad colour bins for
largely descriptive purposes, a similar approach to that used in a re-
cent paper by Oemler et al. (2017), albeit in that case galaxies were
divided into three samples based on cuts in the continuum of their
SSFR values.
The majority of the green sample have MAGPHYS-
determined SSFR averaged over the last Gyr of 10−10.8 <
SSFR < 10−10.2yr−1 with a tail to lower values. Most blue galax-
ies have significantly higher SSFRs (to SSFR ∼ 10−9.5yr−1)
over the same time period and the red galaxies typically have
SSFR < 10−10.7yr−1 and often significantly lower (see Fig. 2).
Similar results are obtained for the SSFR averaged over the last
100 Myr, albeit with a slight shift to lower SSFR for mean values
and an increase in range due to higher stochasticity over the shorter
time period. See Wright et al. (2016) for details of the application of
MAGPHYS to the GAMA survey. The redshift distributions of all
three subsamples are essentially identical (Fig. 3). The mass dis-
tribution varies between subsamples (Fig. 3) exactly as expected,
with the blue fraction increasing slightly towards lower masses.
3 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
Having selected this primary sample and split it into three colour-
based subsamples, we can now explore the structural parameters
of the individual galaxies. In order to do this, we use a standard
GAMA data product available for each object, a single compo-
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2017)
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Figure 4. Mass–to-light ratios in Solar units measured in the g−band (x-
axis) and K−band (y-axis) for our three subsamples, plotted colours as
before. It is evident that M∗/L varies far more with galaxy colour in g
than in K as expected. The difference in K−band M∗/L between the typ-
ical red and green galaxies is of order 0.1 dex while the difference in the
same quantity between the the blue and the red subsamples is greater than
0.2 in dex. As expected, the g−band mass-to-light ratio strongly tracks the
u∗− r∗ colours of the galaxies, the bluest having the lowest ratios, reddest
having the highest.
nent Se´rsic fit which is determined for each band from u through
to K. In the following, we use the results in both the g− and
K−bands. The g−band results represent the observed optical
structures, which depend on both the underlying (radial) stellar
mass distribution for each galaxy and the radial variation in mass-
to-light ratio in the g−band. Given that the star formation histories
of bulges and disks in individual galaxies are likely to be different,
optical mass-to-light ratio variation may well have a significant ef-
fect on perceived morphology. However, the K− band measure-
ments will give a significantly cleaner measure of the underlying
stellar mass distribution for individual galaxies. While there is still
some variation in K−band mass-to-light ratio with stellar popula-
tion age (a factor of 2 between the extremes of the blue and red
subsamples), it is much smaller than that at optical wavelengths (a
factor of ∼ 7− 8) , as shown in Fig. 4 (see also Bell et al. 2003).
This part of the analysis does not allow direct bulge/disk sep-
aration. However, the objectively measured Se´rsic index n does ac-
curately characterise the radial distribution of K−band light (and
therefore approximately stellar mass) at these redshifts (in essence,
n will increase with mass concentration and therefore bulge promi-
nence). Thus we are able to demonstrate any variations in the mass
profile as a function of intrinsic colour and from subsample to sub-
sample.
The K−band data for each object are taken from VIKING,
the VISTA Kilo-Degree Infrared Galaxy Survey (Edge et al. 2013).
This produces images with a 5σ depth in a 2-arcsec aperture of
Ks ∼ 21.2 where Ks is the VISTA short K−band filter. Typical
seeing is 0.9-1.0 arcsec (see Venemans et al. 2013 for further de-
scription of the survey). The fits provide parameterisation in terms
of Se´rsic index, effective radius and apparent ellipticity of each ob-
ject. The fit uses a psf appropriate to each object in each band de-
rived from point sources close to the object in question. The Se´rsic
fit is carried out using GALFIT 3 (Peng C.Y. et al. 2010). Details
of the process as applied to GAMA are given in Kelvin et al. (2012).
While the K−band light distribution is a closer match to the
stellar mass distribution than is the optical light distribution, there
is still a component of near-IR light that arises from younger pop-
ulations. This is reflected in a small variation in mass to K− band
light ratio with optical colour - with typical blue objects having a
lower M∗/LK than red objects by a factor of at least 0.2 dex (see
Fig. 4). Consequently, while the similarity in M∗/LK between the
red and green samples means that in both cases the light can be
assumed to trace mass sufficiently accurately for our purposes, this
is not exactly true for the blue subsample, something that must be
borne in mind when interpreting differences in Se´rsic fits between
the subsamples. We note there is no band which perfectly traces
stellar mass, even M∗/L at 3.5 µm has a dependence on optical
colour (Cluver et al. 2014), but for our purposes we can interpret the
K−band light distribution as indicative of the radial stellar mass
profile subject to this caveat.
3.1 Photometric parameters
A plot of theK−band Se´rsic index - effective radius plane is shown
in Fig. 5 (upper panel) for the three subsamples. Given that the
(intrinsic) effective radius of an object is determined by convolv-
ing the Se´rsic model with the appropriate PSF for that object, the
lower limit to this parameter (∼ 0.4 − 0.5 arcsec, corresponding
to ∼ 1.5 kpc at our median z) is essentially set by the VIKING
seeing. Any galaxies smaller than this would have only an upper
limit to their intrinsic Re with our data. The plot shows the re-
sults for 92 per cent of the total sample; the fits to the rest result
in implausible values for the parameters or fail to give a reason-
able fit at all. The missing galaxies are spread uniformly over the
three colour subsamples. It is immediately apparent that the red and
blue subsamples follow our preconceptions, namely the red galax-
ies are compact and generally have Se´rsic indices n > 2.5 indicat-
ing spheroid-dominated systems and the blue galaxies are almost
all n < 2.5 systems dominated by an extended disk component (cf.
Brennan et al. 2017), though we should note that there is a fraction
of the blue population whose parameters extend into the region oc-
cupied by red galaxies (cf. Taylor et al. 2015). The green sources
largely fall in the same region of parameter space as the red galax-
ies, though again with an overlap into the ‘blue’ dominated region.
The fractional uncertainty on an individual Re is typically 0.2 and
on n it is 0.15.
This behaviour can be contrasted with that seen when plotting
the same parameters as measured in the g−band (lower panel of
Fig. 5). Here we see that the green subsample is, as expected, inter-
mediate between the red and the blue. Evidently, in terms of radial
mass distribution, green and red galaxies are extremely similar, but
this concordance is hidden when we use (blueish) light profiles.
Removing the relatively small variation in M∗/LK between the
green and red subsamples noted in the previous subsection would
only act to make their typical radial mass distributions even more
similar than indicated in the top panel of Fig. 5. The fractional un-
certainty on an individual g−band Re is typically 0.1 and on n is
0.15.
We further explore this by plotting the histogram of the Se´rsic
index distribution for all subsamples, and additionally a subset of
the bluest third of the green subsample (see Fig. 6). From this, it is
clear that the distribution for the green galaxies is far closer to that
of the red systems than that of the blue. This remains true when re-
stricting the green subsample to the bluest third of members. These
systems have a mean intrinsic u∗ − r∗ colour of their stellar popu-
lations only ∼ 0.15 magnitudes above the same mean quantity for
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Figure 5. Top: K-band Se´rsic index - effective radius plane for our red,
green and blue subsamples, colour-coded appropriately. As expected the red
and blue subsamples generally inhabit different regions within this space:
the red objects being spread more towards higher Se´rsic indices and smaller
effective radii, as appropriate for an early type, spheroid-dominated popu-
lation, while the blue systems are typically more extended and consistent
with the near exponential profiles of a disk dominated population. The pa-
rameters of the green population are a much closer match to those of the
red than the blue population. Bottom: The same plot, but this time with the
structural parameters measured in the g−band. The blue galaxies are seen
to be even more extended and disk like (n ∼ 1), while the green galaxies
are now intermediate between the reds and blues. Fractional uncertainties
on individual points are 0.2 and 0.15 for Re and n in the K−band and 0.1
and 0.15 in the g−band.
the blue galaxies but 0.65 magnitudes bluer than that for the red
galaxies. While the fraction of sources with n < 2.5 is increased
by of order 5% relative to the whole green subsample, the shape
of the rest of the distribution is hardly changed despite the much
closer proximity in colour space of this green subsample to the blue
galaxies then the red ones.
Looking back at Fig. 2 this behaviour could be considered
somewhat surprising because at the blue-green boundary in this
plot there is significant overlap in the SSFRs of the galaxies at
either side. To further explore this, we compared the same mor-
phological parameters for blue galaxies with SSFR< 10−10.3 and
green galaxies with SSFRs above this value (so these green galax-
ies are apparently more active by this measure than the blue). Even
in this case, these blue and green subsamples differ in the structural
parameters in the same way as the full blue and green samples. Evi-
dently, for the measurements used in this paper, the intrinsic colour
of the stellar population more closely correlates with the overall
structure of the galaxy than does the estimated star formation rate.
All of this indicates that any change in underlying structure
as measured in the K−band (so most closely following the ra-
dial mass distribution of the stellar population) sets in at the blue
cloud/green valley boundary, rather than smoothly varying across
the range of stellar population colours. In turn this suggests that a
bulge dominated mass distribution is required before a galaxy can
become green (cf. Cheung et al. 2012). Oemler et al. 2017 (their
Fig. 11) similarly find that the distribution of bulge mass fractions
of their truly passive and “quiescent” samples (objects with SSFRs
significantly lower than those of blue cloud galaxies) are very sim-
ilar and significantly different from those of star formers (see also
Carollo et al. 2016). This behaviour seems to be in agreement with
the theoretical prediction from semi-analytic models, that the me-
dian n rises steeply immediately below the simulated star formation
main sequence (Brennan et al. 2015, Fig. 9).
3.2 Environment
It has been known since the earliest days of extragalactic astronomy
that environment and morphology are linked (Hubble & Humason
1931) and this was encapsulated in Dressler’s (1980) morphology-
density relation. As an additional constraint on the ways in which
galaxies can traverse in colour from blue to red, we therefore next
explore the environments in which green galaxies occur, with re-
spect to red or blue galaxies. For this we use the GAMA environ-
ment parameter Σ5, the projected local density within the distance
to the given galaxy’s fifth nearest neighbour within the GAMA
sample with redshift difference less than 1000 km s−1 (see Brough
et al. 2013). We also make use of the ‘friends of friends’ based
GAMA Galaxy Group catalogue (G3C) of Robotham et al. (2011),
as updated to cover all three equatorial fields in GAMA II.
We can quantify environmental effects by plotting the cumu-
lative distribution of local surface densities as measured by Σ5 for
the galaxies in the red/green/blue subsets (Fig. 7). This confirms
that, at the 50th percentile of each distribution, the green galax-
ies live in regions of 0.2 dex higher density than blue galaxies, but
0.1 dex lower density than red galaxies, generally avoiding both
density extremes (cf. Bait, Barway, & Wadadekar 2017). This may
suggest that (blue) galaxies in the lowest density environments have
not (yet) had the opportunity to turn green, whilst most (red) galax-
ies in the highest density regions have already passed through any
green phase at higher redshifts.
Notice that this is not exactly the same as the standard Dressler
(1980) variation in the fraction of S0 galaxies - arguably identi-
fiable with green galaxies in some scenarios - since the S0 frac-
tion increases monotonically with density, with their numbers only
being overtaken by ellipticals at the very highest densities. In the
present work classical S0s are generally found in the red subsam-
ple (see Table 2, below), but note that the GAMA equatorial regions
contain no rich clusters in our redshift range.
We next consider the global environment of galaxies in
groups. Here we use G3C to compare the ratios of blue to green
to red galaxies as a function of group multiplicity. In Table 1 we
show the fraction of red, green and blue galaxies in our sample
broken down by environment in terms of group multiplicity (count-
ing only objects within the GAMA magnitude-limited catalogue).
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Multiplicity NR NG NB fR fG fB NG/NB
Field 1774 810 1833 0.40 0.18 0.42 0.44
2 to 5 1332 533 1019 0.46 0.18 0.36 0.52
6 to 10 334 106 143 0.57 0.18 0.25 0.74
11 to 20 252 80 73 0.62 0.20 0.18 1.10
21+ 505 105 79 0.73 0.15 0.12 1.33
Table 1. Number and fraction of total sample for red, green and blue sub-
samples as a function of environment, as measured by multiplicity of the
group within which each galaxy is found. Multiplicity is determined from
the magnitude-limited GAMA catalogue, see Robotham et al. (2011). The
green fraction is independent of multiplicity, while there is the expected
shift of blue to red colours with increasing richness.
As expected the fraction of galaxies in our sample which are red
increases with multiplicity and the blue fraction drops correspond-
ingly. Note that we do not distinguish between ‘central’ and satel-
lite galaxies (e.g. Tal et al. 2014; Bluck et al. 2016), but clearly all
isolated galaxies, for instance, are centrals while most of those in
large groups are satellites, even at our moderately high mass range.
In all environments, the fraction of galaxies drawn from our sam-
ple that we classify as green remains approximately constant at be-
tween 15 and 20 per cent. Weinmann et al. (2006) previously found
the same result for ‘intermediate’ type (by colour and SSFR) SDSS
galaxies in groups (see also Coenda et al. 2017; Bait, Barway, &
Wadadekar 2017, particularly their table 7), while von der Linden
et al. (2010) obtained a corresponding result for ‘green’ galaxies
(selected via a principal analysis), as a function of position in clus-
ters.
Given how the red and blue subsamples behave, the approxi-
mately constant green fraction likely depends on a number of fac-
tors, but it must say something about the typical timescale of tran-
sition from blue to red in terms of the total lifetime of any system.
Also included in the table is the ratio of the number of green to
blue galaxies. If this can be interpreted as the ratio of their typi-
cal lifetimes in each of the environments, it indicates that typical
blue lifetimes decrease with increasing richness, clearly pointing
to a role for environment in decreasing their star formation rates, as
expected from many previous studies.
Going beyond the colours themselves, it is potentially of in-
terest to look at the distributions of structural parameters in the
different environments. Having compared g− and K−band effec-
tive radii and Se´rsic indices for the three colour subsamples as a
function of environmental multiplicity and local surface density,
we identified no statistically-significant differences in the distri-
butions. This demonstrates that the band-dependent differences in
morphology between the three subsamples, and particularly those
between the blue and green subsamples persist across environ-
ments. This implies that even if there is an environmental com-
ponent to triggering a transition from blue to green, as implied
by the environmentally-dependent blue fraction, once started the
transition process is broadly the same in any environment. Alter-
natively, different environmentally-dependent processes have the
same timescales and eventual results, either individually or when
acting in combination (see e.g. Smethurst et al. 2017).
4 MORPHOLOGIES
4.1 Bulge-Disk Decomposition
Having carried out the single-component Se´rsic analysis described
above, we can explore the morphologies of galaxies within the
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Figure 6. Top: Normalised histogram ofK−band Se´rsic index distribution
for the red, green and blue subsamples, clearly demonstrating the signifi-
cant difference of the distribution for the blue galaxies and the similarity
for those of the green and red galaxies. Less than 10 per cent of the green
galaxies need to be re-distributed in Se´rsic index for the red and green dis-
tributions to be statistically indistinguishable. Middle: The same plot, but
this time only including the bluest third of the green sample. These have a
mean u∗ − r∗ ∼ 1.35 , only 0.15 magnitudes redder than the mean colour
of the blue subsample. Despite this small difference in colour, the green dis-
tribution is still far closer to that of the red subsample (which has a mean
u∗ − r∗ ∼ 1.9) than that of the blue, with only a ∼ 5 per cent increase in
the fraction of sources with n < 2.5 in comparison to the complete green
sample. Bottom: The same as the top histogram, but this time measuring
the distribution of g−band Se´rsic indices. In this case the complete green
subsample has a Se´rsic distribution intermediate between those of the blue
and red subsamples, as expected from previous work. The difference in g−
and K−band measurements are caused by the near-IR surface brightness
profile being a better tracer of the underlying stellar mass distribution than
the optical surface brightness profile and thus demonstrating that the mass
profiles for green and red galaxies are extremely similar.
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Figure 7. Cumulative distribution of local environmental richness as mea-
sured by the surface density of the 5 nearest neighbours within 1000 km/s
for the three subsamples. The typical local environment of the green sub-
sample is clearly intermediate in richness between the others, i.e. richer than
those of the blue galaxies but poorer than those of the red galaxies
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colour subsamples by using the results of a previously completed
bulge-disk decomposition carried out on a subset of our objects.
Kennedy et al. (2016) presented the results of bulge-disk decompo-
sitions for z < 0.3 galaxies drawn from a subset of the area of one
of the equatorial fields (G09). A two component fit was made to
the surface brightness profile of each object, with one component
having a fixed Se´rsic index, n = 1, so assumed to represent a disk,
whilst the Se´rsic index of the other component was free. The effec-
tive radii of the bulges and disks, and the components’ luminosities,
were left free. Profile fits were made simultaneously at each wave-
length, u to K, constrained such that the individual components’
profile parameters n and re were constant with wavelength, us-
ing the methods presented in Ha¨ußler et al. (2013). Physically, the
relative normalisation of the components at different wavelengths
reflects their relative mass-to-light ratios in each band. Here we se-
lect objects from our main sample which were also analysed by
Kennedy et al. (2016).
We firstly use their results to determine the K−band abso-
lute magnitudes of the spheroid components of our red, green and
blue subsamples. Depending upon whether an object has two ro-
bust components in its fit, we determine this magnitude in two dif-
ferent ways. For those systems where the radial profile is in fact
fitted better by a single component and the single K−band Se´rsic
index is n > 2, we use the catalogued total absolute rest-frame
dust-corrected K−band magnitude as determined by the methods
used in Taylor et al. (2011). For those sources where both bulge and
disk are deemed present and the bulge is no more than three mag-
nitudes fainter than the disk in K, and has a Se´rsic index of n > 2,
we use the same absolute magnitude scaled by the bulge fraction.
We estimate the error on any individual determination to be ∼ 0.3
magnitudes.
The histogram of bulge/spheroid absolute magnitudes is
shown in Fig. 8, broadly indicating that its distribution is indistin-
guishable between the subsamples: a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS)
test returns no evidence for different distributions at the P=0.1 level.
Some care should be taken in the interpretation of these distribu-
tions as they only include those objects with plausible bulge com-
ponents and do not take into account those galaxies with small or
negligible bulges. Of the 2460 galaxies in our main sample drawn
from this part of the G09 field, 976 of 1231 red galaxies were in-
cluded in this plot, as were 318 of 454 green and 305 of 760 blue
galaxies. So for the red and green subsamples the statistics are sim-
ilar, consistent with the single Se´rsic analysis above. Blue galax-
ies with bulges strong enough to meet our criteria are in the mi-
nority as the majority of the blue galaxies have single Se´rsic fits
with n < 2. Given the comparatively limited variation in K−band
M∗/L across the three subsamples (Fig. 4), the bulge mass distri-
bution of the red and green subsamples is indistinguishable given
the current data, as is that for the ∼ 40 per cent of blue galaxies
with the strongest bulges.
An obvious implication of these results is that if the green
galaxies in this redshift and mass range were previously blue star
forming systems that subsequently reduced their specific star for-
mation rate, they must have formed their bulges or otherwise re-
arranged their radial stellar surface density prior to their entry into
the green valley. Both this and the results in Section 3.1 and Fig. 5
support and extend the finding by Fang et al. (2013) and others that
green galaxies have similar central surface densities to those of red
galaxies, while blue galaxies have a range of central surface den-
sities extending to significantly lower values. Those blue galaxies
with parameters overlapping those of the bulk of the green and red
populations in Fig. 5 are those blue objects with significant bulges
and therefore the most likely immediate progenitors of the green
galaxies from within the blue population.
We use the same bulge-disk decomposition to explore the dif-
ference in bulge and disk colour across the three subsamples in
order to find clues as to which morphological component is driving
the colour change from blue to red. In this instance we only use
those objects where two components were identified and differed
in K− band magnitude by less than 3 magnitudes (so one compo-
nent did not completely dominate), and where the bulge component
Se´rsic index is between 2 < n < 7.5. The lower limit rejects com-
ponents that are unlikely to be true bulges and the upper limit is set
to avoid objects where the fit defaulted to a value of n = 8 when
the component was extremely centrally concentrated (Kennedy et
al. 2016). We additionally require an uncertainty in the magnitudes
in both g− and K−bands to be < 0.3 mags for the colour of a
bulge or disk to be included in the following analysis. We plot his-
tograms of the bulge and disk colours separately in Figs. 9 and
10. These demonstrate that the distribution of bulge colours for all
three subsamples is very similar (Fig. 9) while there is a clear trend
in the disk colours with blue two-component galaxies having bluer
disks than green two-component galaxies which in turn have bluer
disks than the red two-component galaxies (Fig. 10). The three disk
colour distributions shift by about 0.5 magnitudes between each of
the subsamples. A KS test confirms that the three distributions dif-
fer at the P=0.001 level.
We should note that these colours are not corrected for differ-
ential dust reddening between the two components. The compara-
tively red colours (g −K ∼ 4) of a small fraction(∼ 10 per cent)
of the blue galaxy bulges may be due to the reddening of the bulge
optical light by the central regions of their disks, as in Driver et al.
(2007). A KS test excluding these shows no difference between the
bulge colours of the green population and that of either the blue or
the red at the P=0.1 level. Including these outliers leads to a dif-
ference between the red and blue populations at the P∼ 0.01 level,
though not between the green and the blue populations.
These results imply that the colour change of the overall stel-
lar SED is primarily driven by the colour of the disk in systems
with clear bulge and disk components. Any possible difference in
the bulge colour distribution for the blue galaxies relative to those
of the other populations only works to strengthen this result, given
that the discrepant bulges are too red. This analysis is evidently
supported by the visual impression given by Figs. 11 and 12 (see
below) where the bulges of galaxies in all three colour subsam-
ples are rendered similarly, while the disks of the blue galaxies are
clearly bluer (and of higher surface brightness) than those of the
green and red subsamples.
All of the analysis carried out up to this point has used the
original SDSS imaging of the GAMA sample. Indeed, all of the
current GAMA data products derive their optical analysis from
these data. More recently the KiDS (Kilo Degree Survey, de Jong
et al. 2017) has imaged the GAMA equatorial regions in multiple
optical bands to a superior depth and spatial resolution. We have
used these data to create pseudo true colour images for the galaxies
in our sample, using the g− and r−band data for each source. We
create cutouts of size 5x5 Kron radii centered on each galaxy in our
sample. A synthetic intermediate band is constructed by taking the
arithmetic mean of the g− and r−band imaging, and the resultant
3 images are arcsinh scaled and coadded following the methodol-
ogy of Lupton et al. (2004). Images for a representative sample of
our red, green and blue objects with two identified components are
shown in Fig. 11. These images serve to illustrate the results de-
rived statistically in Figs 8, 9 and 10. Note particularly the close vi-
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Figure 8. Distribution of absolute K−band magnitudes for the bulge com-
ponents (of systems with a good bulge-disk decomposition) plus those ob-
jects best fit as dominant spheroids from their single component Se´rsic fit.
The distribution of magnitudes for the red, green and blue subsamples are
comparable, as are the fraction of red and green galaxies contributing to this
plot (70-80% of each sample), so the distribution of K−band luminosities
and therefore masses for the bulges of the red and green subsamples in this
mass and redshift range are comparable. Only a minority (40%) of the blue
galaxies show a separable bulge component and are included in this plot, in-
dicating that a subset of the blue galaxies have bulge masses and K−band
luminosities comparable to those in the green and red subsamples.
sual correspondence between the bulges in all three subsamples and
the way the disks fade from a comparatively high surface brightness
blue state to a fainter one with colour similar to that of the bulge
between the subsamples. All of this clearly suggests that evolution
across the green valley is dominated by a change in the observed
disk properties as they fade and become redder.
We cannot rule out a small fraction (of order 10%) of the green
population being rejuvenated, previously red galaxies with some
recently restarted star formation. Indeed Holwerda (in prep) found
that about 10% of XUV-selected galaxies (interpreted as galaxies
which have recently been “refuelled” and able to resume star for-
mation) have colours that place them in the green valley. Neverthe-
less, our results indicate that such objects cannot be the dominant
green valley population.
4.2 Visual morphologies
Up until this point, our analysis has focussed on the statistics of
the structural properties of a mass-selected sample of objects at
0.1 < z < 0.2. With this, we could demonstrate global differences
and similarities between the three colour-based subsets. In order
to explore what the detailed morphologies might tell us about the
types of objects found within the green valley, we briefly consider
a lower redshift (z < 0.06) sample of GAMA galaxies otherwise
selected in the same way as our main sample. Restricting ourselves
to these redshifts allows us to incorporate the results of a further
pre-existing GAMA-based study into our analysis.
Moffett et al. (2016) visually classified a complete sample of
GAMA sources2 with secure redshifts z < 0.06 drawn from the
same three equatorial fields as used in the present work. We can se-
lect from these those systems that meet our colour and mass criteria
to explore the morphologies of systems with the same character-
istics as our main sample. Details of the classification method, in-
volving a consensus among multiple human classifiers, are given in
Moffett et al. (2016). Results for our colour subsamples are shown
2 A small number of objects did not have types in the original catalogue
and were classified on the same scheme for the current work.
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Figure 9. Distribution of rest-frame g − K colours for the bulge compo-
nents in a subset of those galaxies identified as having both bulge and disk
components in Kennedy et al., (2016), as detailed in the text. The distribu-
tions for the three colour subsamples are plotted in red, green and blue.
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Figure 10.Distribution of rest-frame g−K colours for the disk components
in a subset of those galaxies identified as having both bulge and disk com-
ponents in Kennedy et. al., (2016), as detailed in the text. The distributions
for the three colour subsamples are plotted in red, green and blue.
in Table 2. Unsurprisingly given the results in the earlier sections,
the large majority of green galaxies are placed in categories that
have substantial bulges. Most of these also have significant disk
components and, for this redshift and mass range, there are essen-
tially no bulgeless objects (Sd or Irr). We note that Bait, Barway,
& Wadadekar (2017) come to a similar conclusion from a study of
de Vaucouleurs T-types as a function of colour in the Nair & Abra-
ham (2010) sample drawn from SDSS. The significant difference
in the E/S0/Sa fractions between blue and green subsamples again
implies that if the green subsample is dominated by objects tran-
sitioning from the blue cloud, this transition takes place, and the
galaxy turns green, only after a significant bulge component has
been formed. The transition may perhaps be associated with disk
instabilities (Porter et al. 2014), as discussed in a similar context to
ours by Brennan et al. (2017). We note that the dominant morpho-
logical classification in our sample of green galaxies is S0/Sa and in
some previous work (e.g. Schawinski et al. 2014) this intermediate
population has been excluded from analysis.
We can use the same KiDS data set as earlier to produce
pseudo true-colour images of this sample (Fig. 12). Unsurpris-
ingly, this shows the same change in colour and apparent mor-
phology across the blue, green and red subsamples as for our main
0.1 < z < 0.2 sample, albeit at a higher physical resolution due to
the shorter distances to the objects, again supporting the idea that
the apparent morphological change across subsamples is related to
evolution in the disk properties. We will expand on the morpholog-
ical study of this lower redshift sample, looking at more detailed
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Figure 11. Pseudo true-colour images of randomly selected examples of
our red (top), green (middle) and blue (bottom) subsamples used in subsec-
tion 4.1. Each image is of 5 x 5 Kron radii and the image is generated using
the KiDS g− and r− band images as described in the text with all treated
identically in terms of the scaling of their apparent colours. Note that these
images are not corrected for each galaxy’s intrinsic reddening. The varying
appearance across each of the three subsamples reflect the quantitative re-
sults derived in Figs. 8, 9 and 10 and are consistent with the disk component
fading and becoming redder across the subsamples.
Colour No. E S0/Sa Sab-Scd Sd-Irr
Red 386 30% 65% 4% 1%
Green 122 12% 60% 27% 1%
Blue 201 3% 27% 68% 2%
Table 2. Distribution of morphologies classified as in Moffett et al. (2016)
for z < 0.06 galaxies in the mass and colour ranges noted in Section 2,
but with no restriction (in this one instance) on apparent axial ratio. Apply-
ing such a restriction would preferentially remove edge-on disk-dominated
systems.
substructures such as bars, rings and lenses, in a forthcoming pa-
per.
5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Disk fading
Given the correlation between the intrinsic colours of their stel-
lar populations and their specific star formation rates (e.g. Fig. 2),
there is evidently still ongoing star formation within the green pop-
ulation albeit at a level an order of magnitude lower than in the
blue cloud. The measured SSFRs imply that a long-term steady
state in star formation is incompatible with an intrinsically green
stellar spectral energy distribution at the masses considered here
unless there is very fine tuning of the fuelling (and therefore star
formation) rates over many Gyrs. The bulk of these green galaxies
are therefore either those transitioning from the blue cloud towards
the red sequence as star formation declines or are (temporarily) re-
juvenated red galaxies. At least one study of the stellar population
of the Milky Way disk (Haywood et al. 2016) suggests that low-
level rejuvenation lasting several Gyr is possible after a temporary,
1-2 Gyr, dip in star formation (though see Snaith et al. 2015). How-
ever, the KiDS imaging of the green objects (Figs. 11 and 12) gen-
erally shows little evidence for localised star formation as might be
expected in the case of recent rejuvenation for the green galaxies.
An important aspect of the first scenario is whether the colour
changes as a largely dead spheroid grows to eventually dominate
over an actively star forming disk, or whether the spheroid is al-
ready in existence before exit from the blue cloud and the colour
change is due to declining star formation within a (fading and red-
dening) disk. Our single component Se´rsic analysis strongly sup-
ports the second of these alternatives (as also found by Carollo et
al. 2016). In the K−band, where the surface brightness best traces
the underlying stellar mass profile, the profile parameters for the
green galaxies are typically far closer to those of the red galaxies
than those of the blue galaxies (Figs. 5 and 6). However, in the opti-
cal (g−band), where the surface brightness profile has a far higher
sensitivity to radial mass-to-light ratio variations due to younger
populations (cf. Goddard et al. 2017), the green population appears
to be intermediate between the red and blue, reflecting the influence
of disk components.
This agrees with and strengthens the conclusion of Fang et al.
(2013) that at fixed stellar mass, the comparatively narrow range
of (high) central mass densities of green galaxies is very similar
to that found for red systems, whereas blue galaxies have a much
wider range for this parameter, extending to significantly lower val-
ues. Together, these results clearly imply that for our studied stel-
lar mass range among current-day galaxies, a significant bulge or
spheroid component is in place before the object enters the green
valley. van Dokkum et al. (2013) demonstrated that for galaxies in
the mass range considered here, the growth of the central stellar
population - which we can take to be the bulge - significantly slows
below z ∼ 1 and subsequent star formation is concentrated in the
disk, consistent with our findings.
This still allows for either of the two distinct disk star for-
mation histories noted above, fading or rejuvenation. On the other
hand, the results in Section 4 appear to point clearly to the fad-
ing scenario being the dominant one. The clear variation in disk
colours going from blue to red subsamples argues for a fading disk.
The dominance of the E/S0/Sa morphological classifications for the
green subsample in Table 2 clearly reiterates that a mature strong
spheroid component is the norm for the green population, even in
the presence of a disk component.
Looking at individual images of green valley galaxies, disks
generally appear devoid of obvious star forming regions or even
clear spiral arms in most cases and are usually clearly redder than
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Figure 12. Pseudo true-colour images of randomly selected examples of
our low redshift (z < 0.06) red (top), green (middle) and blue (bottom)
subsamples used in subsection 4.2 and drawn from Moffett et al., (2016).
Each image is created identically to those in Fig. 11. The behaviour shown
in these subsamples is evidently consistent with that seen in the higher red-
shift subsamples, but seen at a higher physical resolution (by approximately
a factor ∼ 3 due to the difference in the typical redshifts of each sample).
those of the blue sample, reflecting the balance of their Hubble
types in Table 2. They also do not regularly show small-scale re-
gions or patches of star formation, which might be expected in a
rejuvenating system, rather the bulk have visual morphologies con-
sistent with fading throughout the disk (cf. Belfiore et al. 2017).
Very few show any evidence for strong interactions or mergers.
On the other hand, bars, rings and lenses are frequently seen and
the presence of the such features are often taken to be symptoms
of gravitational instability in disks (e.g. Buta 2013). Simulations
(e.g. Athanassoula, Machado, & Rodionov 2013; Kim et al. 2016)
indicate that such features generally take several Gyr of steady evo-
lution to form.
5.2 Environment and timescales
The results in Section 3.2 on the relative fraction of red, green and
blue galaxies as a function of environment can be interpreted as
a reflection of the timescale to transition across the green valley,
assuming that the predominant evolutionary path is from blue to
red and transition only happens once, rather than some stochas-
tic rejuvenation process. At the simplest level, the approximately
constant green fraction (15-20 per cent) across the whole range of
environments probed here can be equated with the fraction of the
lifetime of a typical galaxy within the green phase. Estimates for
the lifetimes of GAMA galaxies have been determined by Taylor et
al. (2011) from SED fitting assuming exponentially declining star
formation histories, with the e-folding time and time since the ini-
tiation (peak) of star formation (the ‘age’) as free variables. For
our subsamples, ages are independent of environmental richness
over the range investigated and are typically 7-8 Gyr for old sys-
tems. The fraction of galaxies which are green therefore implies
a timescale for crossing the green valley of order 1-2 Gyrs, rather
than hundreds of Myr. On the other hand, if a subset of the red
galaxies can be characterised as the result of early-time monolithic
collapse or generally formed on a very short timescale and did not
spend a significant fraction of their lifetimes as (blue) star form-
ing galaxies, then this implies a longer timescale for traversing the
green valley. Only if a minority of the green galaxies are truly tran-
sitioning and the rest are intrinsically green for some other rea-
son (seemingly ruled out above), can the transition timescale be
appreciably shorter. Evidently, if there are a range of timescales
for traversing the green valley, any characteristic timescale mea-
sured from the relative fractions of galaxies by colour will reflect
the dominant and longest of these (see arguments in Martin et al.
2007). At an extreme, a subpopulation that transitions on much
shorter timescales would not contribute to the green fraction. If
such a population exists it either must be relatively rare, or must
be balanced by (perhaps the same) galaxies crossing the green val-
ley in the other direction to avoid emptying the blue cloud. If so,
we might not expect these galaxies to have the relatively relaxed
and smooth morphologies while they have red colours, as seen in
Figs. 11 and 12
We note that the latest IllustrisTNG simulations predict a com-
parable timescale (∼ 1.6 Gyr) for galaxies to traverse the green val-
ley (Nelson et al. 2017), with the primary driver of colour transition
in this simulation being low accretion rate black hole feedback. The
same simulation indicates a minor roˆle for rejuvenation in populat-
ing the green valley with most simulated green valley occupants
transitioning from blue to red populations at essentially constant
mass, in agreement with our earlier assumption.
Given that any signature of strong interaction or major merg-
ing between galaxies is expected to last several crossing times (a
good fraction of a Gyr), the very low incidence of such signatures
in the green subsample indicates that such events are not responsi-
ble for triggering the bulk of transitions into and across the green
valley. Blanton (2006) already came to a similar conclusion by sta-
tistical comparison of the blue clouds in the DEEP2 and SDSS sur-
veys.
The lack of variation in green fraction with environment ap-
pears to indicate little environmental effect on timescale for travers-
ing the green valley, at least over the mass range investigated here.
While Fig. 7 shows that green galaxies have local environmental
richnesses intermediate between those of the blue and red popula-
tions, the increasing ratio of green to blue galaxies with environ-
mental richness clearly signifies a role for the environment in insti-
gating the transition across the green valley (Peng Y. et al. 2010).
Again, we can simply interpret the ratio of green to blue galaxies as
a direct measure of the ratio of time spent in each phase as a func-
tion of environment. If so, in relatively low density environments,
the blue phase typically lasts twice as long as the green while in
the richest environments, the blue phase is shorter (for our mass
range). This indicates a roˆle for the environment in decreasing the
ongoing star formation rate soon after a blue galaxy either enters or
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is formed in a rich environment, changing its colour. This assumes
that all blue galaxies are equally capable of transitioning through
the green valley. The survival time for blue galaxies in the richer
environments probed here (the time before they become green or
red) cannot be much shorter than∼ 1 Gyr given the blue fraction in
even the richest of these environments. Too short a lifetime would
require the current infall rate to be far higher than it must have been
historically, given the total number of galaxies in each richness bin
(see also Wijesinghe et al. 2012).
Regardless of the transition timescale, the radial mass distri-
butions indicated by the K−band Se´rsic fits in Section 3.1 and the
central surface densities of green galaxies reported by Fang et al.
(2013), imply that most blue galaxies would have to evolve their
radial mass distributions before they can decrease their specific star
formation rate to a level where they enter the green valley. So, at
least for this mass and redshift range, most green valley galaxies
appear to have developed radial stellar mass profiles comparable to
red galaxies before transitioning across the green valley.
5.3 Gas supply
The variation in intrinsic colour and SSFR between galaxies can
be explained in terms of a simple picture where a galaxy starts to
decrease its SSFR as the reservoir of immediately usable (cold) gas
runs low. This could be either simply through long-term depletion
of the available reservoir, with inflow into the reservoir being insuf-
ficient to maintain it at previous levels, or prematurely through an
environmental process that removes or suppresses infall of a signifi-
cant fraction of the cold gas from the larger environment. Complete
HI observations of the GAMA survey are not yet available, but we
are able to use the results of the GALEX Arecibo SDSS survey
(GASS) (Catinella et al. 2010, 2012; Schiminovich et al. 2010) of
SDSS galaxies with log(M∗/M) > 10 and 0.025 < z < 0.05 to
infer how gas supply and star formation are related. GASS demon-
strated that regulation of the gas supply to galaxies is central to con-
trolling their star formation (see also, e.g. Peng & Maiolino 2014).
Over the mass range studied, the mean value of the ratio of star for-
mation rate to HI gas mass - the star formation efficiency (SFE) -
appears to vary little with stellar mass or NUV−r colour (or equiv-
alently SSFR), albeit with a large scatter. The NUV−r colour does
correlate with the ratio of HI mass to stellar mass (Catinella et al.
2012; De Vis et al. 2017). This latter correlation indicates that typ-
ical green valley galaxies have a MHI/M∗ ratio at least an order
of magnitude lower than typical blue cloud galaxies and it is this
comparative lack of gas in a galaxy’s immediate environment that
drives the relative star formation rates.
From a theoretical perspective, a model where the growth of a
bulge (e.g. due to disk instabilities) is accompanied by the simulta-
neous growth of a central black hole could well explain this type of
correlation. When itself sufficiently-fuelled, the black hole can gen-
erate AGN feedback which is well understood in theoretical mod-
els to remove gas from and/or reduce gas inflow rates onto a galaxy
thereby reducing its star formation rate (e.g. Booth & Schaye 2010;
Gabor et al. 2011). This has been investigated specifically in the
context of green valley galaxies by Terrazas et al. (2017), though
also see Eales et al. (2017b) for possible arguments against this be-
ing the dominant method of suppressing star formation at recent
epochs.
The mean SFE translates to a timescale of ∼ 3 Gyr for ex-
hausting the available HI at the current star formation rate (assum-
ing complete conversion of atomic gas to stars), consistent with typ-
ical gas consumption timescales (e.g. Hopkins, McClure-Griffiths,
& Gaensler 2008). This is an order of magnitude more than the typ-
ical dynamical time for reasonably massive star forming galaxies,
so agrees with the efficiency of HI consumption required by the
Kennicutt-Schmidt law (Kennicutt 1998). Although the available
mass of gas for a given galaxy can vary stochastically with time
(e.g. through inflows and outflows), statistically it is reasonable to
assume that the ratio of gas to stellar mass decreases over time as
gas is turned into stars. We know that this is true on a global scale
from the strong decline in the cosmic star formation rate and the
old stellar population ages of typical massive red sequence galaxies
(e.g. Thomas et al. 2010). The typical blue galaxy is then a smaller
fraction of the way though its supply than a green or red one. If
left alone a galaxy with insufficient cold gas inflow or cooling from
a warm/hot phase would eventually diminish its cold gas supply
sufficiently to naturally transition from the blue cloud through the
green valley to the red sequence. This will evidently be the case
if the cosmological inflow of gas onto the galaxy (e.g. Keresˇ et al.
2005) is cut-off, but even if it is not, observations suggest that in
practice inflow and cooling rates are insufficient to maintain a ‘nor-
mal’ (blue) level of star formation (Hopkins, McClure-Griffiths,
& Gaensler 2008; Sancisi et al. 2008). A clear implication of the
lack of large-scale variation of SFE with colour is that while the
stages where the gas content and SFR are low (due to the galaxy
having used up most of the initial gas, with little or no current re-
plenishment; Larson et al. (1980) et seq.) can be prolonged over
several Gyrs (see also Eales et al. 2017b), the galaxy colours will
asymptote to the red sequence, i.e. the galaxies will ‘pile-up’ at red
colours (Eales et al. 2017a). If the gas supply is disrupted or suffi-
ciently diminished, then as long as the SFE is maintained, the SSFR
will need to drop rapidly to be consistent with the GASS results.
5.4 A simple model
We can use these simple concepts of regulating star formation
through the gas supply to interpret our results. The isolated field
galaxies in Table 1 could simply demonstrate the behaviour of
galaxies working their way through their cold gas supply with the
green and red subsets being those that are close to, or at, the point
where the available cold gas and the rate at which it is replenished
only allow star formation at very low rates.
Those galaxies in the same table with richer environments
(from pairs upwards) show a decreasing blue fraction. This could
be interpreted as the result of their environment acting to prema-
turely reduce the cold gas supply to an increasing subset, presum-
ably through galaxy-galaxy, or galaxy-intra group medium interac-
tions (strangulation, ram pressure stripping etc. - see Grootes et al.
2017 for an extensive discussion). The velocity dispersions (from
Robotham et al. 2011) of the less rich environments vary from typ-
ically ∼ 200 to ∼ 350 kms−1 for systems with multiplicities up to
20 galaxies, but can be ∼ 500 kms−1 or more for the richest sub-
set in Table 1. Consequently, significant galaxy-galaxy interactions
are perfectly viable in all but the richest bin. However, significant
interaction with a hot IGM is only likely in a subset of the richest
environments. Given that we see a continuous change in the ratio
of green to blue galaxies with increasing environmental richness,
clearly both mechanisms are likely to be implicated in disrupting or
diminishing the cold gas supply depending on environmental rich-
ness.
Any process that reduces the overall available gas supply does
not necessarily affect the instantaneous star formation rate, but acts
to shorten the time that the galaxy can maintain the SSFR required
to remain in the blue cloud. Star formation does not need to be
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immediately quenched, the process simply artificially “ages” the
galaxy by bringing closer the time that it starts to run low on gas
(cf. von der Linden et al. 2010).
Given all of the above evidence, we can explain the bulk of
the green valley population in this mass and redshift range if it is
largely made up of early type disk galaxies that are close to ex-
hausting their available fuel for disk star formation, either through
age or it having been prematurely depleted. At an earlier stage of
their evolution, the galaxies are either supplied directly from in-
falling/cooling gas at a rate high enough to maintain the “normal”
SSFR for star forming galaxies at that epoch, or had access to a
large enough pre-existing reservoir of such gas (as in gas regula-
tion models of galaxy evolution, e.g. Lilly et al. 2013). The reser-
voir acts as a buffer, allowing this level of star formation even if the
replenishment rate from infalling or cooling material was signifi-
cantly lower. Over time, either the rate of direct supply has dropped
or the reservoir has been diminished and star formation can then
only proceed at a rate dictated by that of the infalling or cooling
material. Any replenishment of the cold gas reservoir, or direct sup-
ply of gas to a galaxy at the redshifts studied here is at a rate below
that required to maintain a blue-cloud level of SSFR (e.g. Hopkins,
McClure-Griffiths, & Gaensler 2008). Then, simply over the next
1-2 Gyr the star formation in the disk decreases further leading to
a reddening and fading of the disk.
Over time the galaxies become apparently more and more
spheroid dominated in terms of their optical appearance, though in
reality their radial stellar mass distributions do not have to change
very much (they already contained a significant bulge, by mass).
The apparent evolution is due to an increase in mass-to-light ratio in
the disk due to its fading. The extremes of theM∗/L distribution in
Fig. 4 represent those of pure disks and pure bulges, so imply that a
disk can fade by 1.5 magnitudes or more in optical flux and surface
brightness and even by 0.5 magnitudes in the K−band relative to
any bulge component. Clearly, as this happens a galaxy will appear
increasingly spheroid dominated and in the optical its morpholog-
ical classification is likely to change to an S0 or even an E as the
apparent (i.e. optical luminosity) bulge-to-disk ratio increases by a
factor ∼ 4. Given that the galaxies will have an intrinsic range of
bulge to disk mass ratios we should not necessarily expect to see a
clear change in the statistics of the Se´rsic fits to the optical surface
brightness distributions with intrisic colour within the green valley.
Any particular galaxy may have a higher bulge mass fraction and a
disk that has faded less than another of the same mass and therefore
appear redder even though it is less far through the disk fading pro-
cess. Nevertheless, we do see a change in average g−band Se´rsic
index ∆ng ' 1 between the bluest and reddest thirds of our green
subsample, consistent with the typical galaxy’s disk fading as it
traverses the green valley. Consequently the typical bulge to disk
stellar mass ratio of the green galaxies cannot vary arbitrarily. This
in part could be a selection effect as the extremes of the distribution
would fall into the blue cloud or red sequence.
We therefore expect for green valley galaxies with the same
bulge to disk stellar mass ratios, the reddest objects to be both the
furthest along in this process with consequently the lowest gas to
stellar mass ratios and with higher apparent optical bulge to disk
(light) ratios than their slightly bluer counterparts. Schawinski et
al. (2014) demonstrated that those green valley galaxies classified
in Galaxy Zoo as being early type (optically very bulge dominated)
had redder NUV − u colours than those classified as late type
(clearly disk dominated). Given that the NUV luminosity reflects
the star formation history in the past 10-100 Myr, this implies less
recent star formation in the early types even if the intrinsic u∗− r∗
colours (sensitive to star formation on Gyr scales) are the same as
for the green valley late types. This was shown to be consistent with
different timescales for reaching the red sequence for two types of
galaxies, with the early types evolving in colour much faster than
the late types, as expected if their gas supply was catastrophically
disrupted.
Here we note that such behaviour is also consistent with the
early types being associated with the late stage of continuous disk
fading which we see here, even if the bulge to disk stellar mass
ratio does not change as a galaxy traverses the green valley. Our
analysis in this regard benefits from including all morphological
types as measured by their Se´rsic indices and so is able to trace a
continuum of evolution in colour and morphology. If we use the
same morphological classification as that used in Schawinski et al.
(2014), Table 2 indicates that only 15 per cent of our green sample
would be considered early type and 25 per cent late type (if we as-
sume the S0/Sa class corresponds to the indeterminate-types in the
Galaxy Zoo sample). The full Galaxy Zoo sample itself contains 45
per cent intermediate types, though it has a lower mass limit (by an
order of magnitude) than our sample. So, the significant majority
(85 per cent) of the green valley population explored in this work
have identifiable disks and at least a fraction of the earliest types
could be the “end states” of galaxies with disks that have faded suf-
ficiently that optical classification ignores them (see also Carollo et
al. 2016). So while it is entirely possible that there is a population
of early types in the green valley that follow a different evolution-
ary pathway across it to that of the objects with more prominent
disks, a subset of the early types could simply be the end state of
the disk fading scenario discussed above, particularly for objects
with higher than average bulge to disk stellar mass ratios.
6 CONCLUSIONS
We selected galaxies from the GAMA II survey in the stellar mass
range 10.25 < log(M∗/M) < 10.75 at z < 0.2 in order to study
how current-day galaxies transition between the blue cloud and red
sequence. The mass range was chosen to ensure that significant
numbers of galaxies over the full range of stellar population colours
were present in our sample. Objects were split into blue, green and
red subsamples based upon the intrinsic (dust-corrected) rest-frame
u∗ − r∗ colours of their stellar populations, with the green objects
defined to fall between the blue cloud and red sequence in a colour-
stellar mass diagram.
As expected, we find that the green galaxies have g−band sur-
face brightness profiles as parameterised by Se´rsic index and effec-
tive radius midway between those of blue cloud and red sequence
galaxies of the same stellar mass. However, their K−band surface
brightness profiles (a proxy for the stellar mass surface density) are
far closer to those of red sequence galaxies, even in the case of
the bluest green valley galaxies. The implication is that the buildup
of the stellar mass profile largely precedes entry into the so-called
green valley, rather than occurring as the galaxies traverse it. Bulge-
disk decomposition of a subset of our sample indicates that the
bulges of red, green and a subset of the blue galaxies are similar
in K−band luminosity. Over this mass and redshift range, most
green galaxies already have their bulges in place and we see no
clear evidence for significant bulge growth within the green valley.
The fraction of blue galaxies with similar structures are plausibly
the green galaxies’ immediately prior stage, with the bulges formed
but star formation not yet significantly reduced.
Across all environments studied here (from isolated galaxies
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to moderately rich groups), the fraction of galaxies with a given en-
vironmental richness that are green remains approximately constant
at 15-20 percent. Assuming at best a minority of these galaxies are
(temporarily) re-invigorated star forming previously red galaxies,
this fraction indicates a timescale for traversing the green valley
from blue to red of order 1 − 2 Gyr, in agreement with previous
studies which derived the timescale through different means.
Green galaxies are found in environments intermediate in lo-
cal richness (measured by surface density or number of near neigh-
bours) relative to typical blue and red population members, which
as expected occupy lower and higher density environments, respec-
tively. Notwithstanding the similar overall green fractions through-
out, the ratio of green to blue galaxies increases significantly with
larger scale environmental richness (from < 0.5 in the field to
> 1 in moderate groups) implying that while environment does
not particularly affect the timescale for crossing the green valley, it
can trigger or enable the process by which the blue galaxies start
to transform. It implies a survival time for the blue galaxies upon
entering richer environments that is shorter than the typical green
valley lifetime.
The lack of obvious signatures of mergers and interactions in
green galaxy morphologies indicates these play little or no part in
triggering most transformations. This strengthens the conclusion in
Blanton (2006) and more recently van Dokkum et al. (2013) that
blue galaxies simply evolve with a decreasing star formation rate
between z = 1 and today.
The colour change from blue to red in objects where two com-
ponents (bulge and disk) could be separated is driven mainly by
colour change in the disk.
Morphologically, green galaxies are predominantly classified
as S0/Sa types, with a substantial minority classed as later spiral
types, in contrast to blue galaxies which are largely late types. The
large majority of the green valley objects show both bulge and disk
components. Pure spheroids are a small minority. While this sub-
population may well contain systems that evolve quickly through
the green valley as demonstrated by Schawinski et al. (2014), many
may simply be the end-point of the disk fading process in systems
that would have been classified earlier in their evolution as early
type spirals with relatively high bulge fractions.
Images of green galaxies do not usually show clear spiral arms
and we rarely see features with colours that indicate obvious ongo-
ing star formation. The dominant population is consistent with the
disk fading hypothesis rather than rejuvenated star formation in ei-
ther disk or bulge. Substructures such as rings appear to be quite
frequent and we consider these in detail in a separate publication.
As expected, the rest-frame u∗−r∗ colours of the stellar pop-
ulations correlate with specific star formation rate and this in turn is
known to correlate with HI gas to stellar mass ratio (Schiminovich
et al. 2010). Consequently, our results can be interpreted as the bulk
of our green sample being galaxies that have sufficiently dimin-
ished their original cold gas supply which is now being replenished
at a rate lower than that required to maintain previous levels of star
formation. As the same prior work also demonstrates that the star
formation efficiency (star formation rate per unit HI mass) does
not vary systematically across galaxies of different colours, our
timescale for traversing the green valley is simply a consequence
of this.
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